SoapUI Cookbook

Packed with practical guidance, this book will show you how to build core SoapUI skills, integrate open source libraries, and code the extra functionality needed to quickly overcome common and advanced API test problems.

Building up your skills, you will progress to more advanced topics such as Groovy scripting, testing secured services, load test concurrency issues, using plugins and developing your own!

So when out-of-the-box SoapUI can't do exactly what you need or the quick guidance you require just isn't there, then take, tweak, and use what you need from a broad range of practical examples in this book and customize your way to API testing success with coverage of SOAP, REST, and Groovy.

What this book will do for you...

- Generate tests, refactor interfaces, and learn how to develop stub REST and SOAP service implementations using Java
- Create data-driven tests and check results using MySQL, in-memory H2 DB, MongoDB, file, and ActiveMQ datasources
- Develop dynamic data-driven REST and SOAP service mocks using Groovy scripting to quickly provide realistic test service implementations
- Automate functional and load tests and run mocks by creating Shell, Java, JUnit, Gradle, Groovy, and Maven scripts
- Test AWS and OAuth 2 cloud-based services including Dropbox and Google's Gmail API

Inside this Cookbook...

- A straightforward and easy-to-follow format
- A selection of the most important tasks and problems
- Carefully organized instructions for solving the problem efficiently
- Clear explanations of what you did
- Apply the solution to other situations
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Boost your SoapUI capabilities to test RESTful and SOAP APIs with over 65 hands-on recipes

Rupert Anderson
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SoapUI Cookbook

This cookbook aims to complement the online SoapUI documentation and the wealth of excellent blogs out there. To do this, this book tries to put you in control of SoapUI by building your skills and understanding, so that if a solution isn't there already, you have what it takes to add it. To support this journey are 70 recipes, which are often in the form of hands-on worked examples, to build SoapUI framework knowledge, scripting skills, integration of open source libraries, and understanding of the technologies at play. In general, this book is not a beginner's guide, and tries not to repeat commonly available material or basic topics. Having said that, if you are new to SoapUI, but have basic Java skills and web service knowledge, then you shouldn't have too much trouble using this book.

Another aim of this book is to demonstrate SoapUI's API testing flexibility. To support this, RESTful web services and related technologies are given plenty of coverage. Also, with the plugin framework and scripting skills that you'll gain, there's no reason why SoapUI can't test most things!

As a cookbook, the way you read it is somewhat up to you and how experienced you are. The recipe format potentially allows experienced users to dip in and out of chapters, although some recipes are made easier by having completed others, which is normally indicated in their introduction or the Getting ready section. If you are new to SoapUI, then going through chapters 1 to 4 in order, may help give you a good foundation before skipping to more specialized topics.

What This Book Covers

Chapter 1, Testing and Developing Web Service Stubs With SoapUI, provides a view on how to support early application development. The main theme here is how SoapUI can be used to generate, develop, and test basic RESTful and SOAP web service stubs using Apache CXF. Discovering, updating, and refactoring tests are also covered here. Apart from the pro-only WSDL refactoring and REST discovery recipe, this chapter is fairly basic in terms of SoapUI testing concepts. Although some readers may prefer not to start with this chapter, for example, if they already have basic SoapUI skills or no interest in developing Java web service stubs.

Chapter 2, Data-driven Testing and Using External Datasources, introduces the theme of data-driven testing and Groovy scripting as a key enabler. This chapter also introduces the building blocks of SoapUI properties, simple database handling, file handling, and how to use open source libraries in Groovy TestSteps. This chapter is fairly fundamental going forward, especially if you do not already know these concepts.
Chapter 3, Developing and Deploying Dynamic REST and SOAPMocks, builds directly on the Groovy scripting and database and property handling from the previous chapter to show how to develop dynamic mock services. We also see how to deploy the mocks as WAR files to potentially support early application development. Mock services will be used to support recipe samples across several chapters.

Chapter 4, Web Service Test Scenarios, uses the fundamentals of the first three chapters to demonstrate how SoapUI can be used to solve some more high-level, scenario-based REST and SOAP web service testing problems. This is probably the most balanced chapter in terms of general SoapUI testing, as the subsequent chapters are more specialized.

Chapter 5, Automation and Scripting, is all about how SoapUI tests and mocks can be run from scripts with a view to continuous integration. Examples include command-line, Maven, Java, JUnit, Groovy, and Gradle scripts. Scripting of security and load tests will be looked at in chapters 7 and 9 respectively.

Chapter 6, Reporting, looks at the reporting features that are available to the scripts of the previous chapter, custom reporting with Groovy, and how Jenkins or similar CI tools can run the scripts and publish test results as JUnit style reports. Pro version only coverage reporting is also explored.

Chapter 7, Testing Secured Web Services, is all about using SoapUI to test APIs that feature HTTP Basic, Digest and Form, transport layer security (TLS), client certificate, and WSS security. A core learning is the X.509 certificate creation and handling within SoapUI. The security-scanning functionality of SoapUI is also explored.

Chapter 8, Testing AWS and OAuth 2 Secured Cloud Services, mainly explores how OAuth 2 code and implicit grant flows work and how SoapUI supports them. Amazon AWS Access Key Authentication is also explained and demonstrated using Groovy. All examples use popular cloud service providers such as Dropbox, Google, Gmail, and AWS, and involve RESTful web services.

Chapter 9, Data-driven Load Testing With Custom Datasources, discusses how to understand and deal with datasource concurrency issues when running multithreaded data-driven load tests. Distributed datasources and scripting of load tests are also covered.

Chapter 10, Using Plugins, focuses on using, rather than developing, some of the example plugins that are currently available for SoapUI. The basics of how plugins work is also briefly covered, as well as how to provide them in scripts such as Gradle and Maven, where a SoapUI installation is not normally present. While this chapter is near the end, it’s actually quite easy to do, even though the understanding of how plugins work might seem more advanced.
Chapter 11, Taking SoapUI Further, is mostly about using SoapUI from its source code and how to develop SoapUI extensions and plugins using Groovy and Gradle. Even though developing extensions is advanced and beyond many people's needs, the examples should be quite doable, especially if you've read the other chapters. Also, building SoapUI from scratch is not hard at all and can be very useful, even in some of the earlier chapters.
In this chapter, we will cover the following topics:

- Generating a WSDL-first web service using SoapUI tool integration
- Developing a SOAP web service test-first
- Updating a SOAP project using a WSDL
- Updating SOAP projects using WSDL refactoring (Pro)
- Generating and developing a RESTful web service stub test-first
- Generating SoapUI tests with REST discovery (Pro)

Introduction

Web service stubs (and mocks—see Chapter 3, Developing and Deploying Dynamic REST and SOAP Mocks) are often developed in the early stages of a project, to quickly provide limited functionality to the client application while the full web services are implemented. This chapter shows how SoapUI can help you quickly test and develop simple Java REST and SOAP web service stubs and generate tests by recording interactions with existing web services. The web service stub implementations that you’ll develop will only involve a few lines of Java code and can be run as Java executables. Apart from providing a quick warm up on basic SoapUI testing, the service interfaces and implementation examples will be reused as the basis for more advanced topics later in this book.
Testing and Developing Web Service Stubs With SoapUI

What you'll learn
You will learn the following topics:

- How SoapUI can help you test, update, refactor, and develop a simple stub SOAP web service using its WSDL
- How SoapUI can help you test and develop a simple stub REST web service
- How SoapUI's discovery features can help you generate tests
- To use Apache CXF to generate, implement and run basic JAX-RS and JAX-WS web service stubs

What you'll need
You will need the following software:

- A Java JDK: To compile and run the code samples (version 1.6 or above)
- Apache CXF: Apache CXF is used to build, and sometimes run, all the REST and SOAP web services in this chapter
- An IDE (optional): Using an IDE such as Eclipse should make exploring, compiling, and running the example code easier

New to SoapUI?
While this chapter demonstrates how to set up basic SoapUI REST and SOAP projects, tests, and assertions, it doesn't cover the typical 'getting started' installation, setup, and overview of SoapUI. So if you are completely new to SoapUI, it might also be worth taking a look at the online SoapUI docs, for example, Getting started at http://www.soapui.org/.

Generating a WSDL-first web service using SoapUI tool integration
This recipe shows how to configure SoapUI (Apache CXF) tool integration to generate a runnable Java web service with an empty implementation using its WSDL. This could be useful if you need a quick menu-driven way to create a SOAP web service that can be implemented and deployed separately to SoapUI.
Getting ready

The WSDL that we are going to use defines a simple invoice service. It has only one operation to retrieve a basic invoice document using its invoice number:

- **Operation:** `getInvoice`
- **Request:** `invoiceNo : string`
- **Response:** `InvoiceDocument (invoiceNo : string, company : string, amount : string)`
- **Location:** `http://localhost:9001/ws/invoice/v1`

The WSDL can be found at `soap/invoicev1/wsd1/invoice_v1.wsdl` in this chapter's sample code.

We'll need the Apache CXF web service framework to generate the web service stub using SoapUI tooling. Download the latest version from [http://cxf.apache.org/download.html](http://cxf.apache.org/download.html) (I have used version 3.01).

**Apache CXF Version**

Despite the tool menu stating version 2.x, you can go for the latest version, which, at the time of writing, is 3.01 (requires JDK 1.7+). Otherwise, choose version 2.7.x for JDK 1.6+ support, or version 2.6.x for JDK 1.5 support.

To build and run the service Java code, the minimum you will need is a suitable JDK. I have used JDK 1.7.0_25. Optionally, you may also want to use an IDE like Eclipse to make easy the work of exploring, building, and running the generated web service code.

**Other SoapUI Tools**

While you are free to choose any alternate framework supported by SoapUI tools ([see http://www.soapui.org/SOAP-and-WSDL/code-generation.html](http://www.soapui.org/SOAP-and-WSDL/code-generation.html)), note that although the principles will stay the same, the command details and the resulting generated web service artifacts will of course vary.
How to do it...

First, we need to configure SoapUI to be able to generate and build the invoice web service. Then, we can run it as a standard Java executable. Perform the following steps:

1. In SoapUI, go to Tools | Apache CXF, and when the Apache CXF Stubs window appears, click on the Tools button to bring up the SoapUI Preferences window. Here, browse to the location where you downloaded Apache CXF, select the bin directory, and then click on OK:

2. Next, we need to configure the generation options under the Basic tab. The main points are:
   - **WSDL location**: For example, `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/wsdl/invoice_v1.wsdl`.
   - **Output directory**: This is where the generated source code will end up; for example, `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/src/main/java`.
   - **Package Structure**: This is for the generated source code; for example, `ws.invoice.v1`.
   - **Artifact Options**: Only tick Server and Implementation. However, the client and Ant build file options are also available. We will be using SoapUI as our client and won't require Ant.

3. To automatically compile our generated service code, under the Advanced tab, do the following:
   - Tick **Compile**.
   - Supply a **Class Folder** value for the resulting Java class files, for example, `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/target/classes`.
   - Tick **Validate WSDL** (optional) under the advanced tab to check the structure and get basic WS-I compliance checks on your WSDL. Note that the `invoice_v1.wsdl` should not produce any output with this option.
   - Leave all other fields and checkboxes unchanged.
4. Under the **Custom Args** tab, enter `-wsdlLocation invoice_v1.wsdl` in **Tool Args**. This tells the web service code where to look for the WSDL file at runtime. Setting the value like this means that `invoice_v1.wsdl` is expected to be the root of the `classes` directory. More on this in the next section.

5. Now, we are ready to click on **Generate**! If all goes well, you should see an output similar to the following:

You should also see the following generated Java source files in your output folder, for example:

```plaintext
<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/src/main/java/ws/invoice/v1/

InvoiceDocumentType.java
InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server.java
ObjectFactory.java InvoicePortImpl.java
InvoiceRefType.java package-info.java
InvoicePortType.java InvoiceServiceV1.java
```

The corresponding class files in your class folder, for example:

```plaintext
<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/target/classes/ws/invoice/v1/
```
Mac/Linux Issue

I suspect that there is a minor SoapUI bug here. If you get an error like
sh: ./wsdl2java.sh: No such file or directory, then
an easy fix is to open a shell in `<Apache CXF Home>/bin/` and
copy `wsdl2java` to `wsdl2java.sh`; for example, `cp wsdl2java wsdl2java.sh`.

6. Before we run the server, we need to copy `invoice_v1.wsdl` into the classes folder
location, for example, into `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/target/
classes`. Otherwise, when the server is run, you will see an error like `[failed to
localize] cannot.load.wsdl(invoice_v1.wsdl)`.

7. Finally, we are ready to start the server:

   ```
   cd <chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/target/classes
   java ws.invoice.v1.InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server
   Starting Server
   Server ready...
   ```

   To confirm whether it's actually working, open a browser and go to http://
localhost:9001/ws/invoice/v1?wsdl, and you should see the `(invoice_v1.wsdl)`
WSDL displayed. Our generated server is up and running.

How it works...

All that SoapUI is actually doing is building command-line parameters for the various web
service frameworks to do the generation. In this example, those happy with the command line
could just run `<Apache CXF Home>/bin/wsdl2java directly.

Apache CXF wsdl2java script

For more info on the wsdl2java options, see http://cxf.apache.
org/docs/wsdl-to-java.html.

Let's take a quick look at the generated source files. The main points are as follows:

- Running the `wsdl2java` option generates Java standard JAX-WS web service code
  with types and methods derived from the WSDL.
- The Java JDK ships with an implementation of JAX-WS:
  - There's no need for any additional compile or runtime libraries, for example,
    Apache CXF libs.
No servlet container is required to publish the web service, for example, Tomcat or Jetty. If you look in InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server.java, you can see that the service is published using JDK's default HTTP server provided by the javax.xml.ws.Endpoint class. The static Endpoint.publish(…) binds our generated service implementation (InvoicePortImpl.java) to the endpoint address so that invoice requests are handled by our getInvoice(…) method.

- The service is very portable; that is, only a Java JRE is needed to run it.
- The WSDL file is required at runtime. The wsdlLocation parameter supplied in step 4 sets an attribute of the @javax.jws.WebService annotation in the class InvoicePortImpl.java.
- The server endpoint and timeout (the default value is 5 minutes) are easy to change. Edit InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server.java:
  
  - **Endpoint**: String address = "http://localhost:9001/ws/invoice/v1";
  - **Timeout**: Thread.sleep(5 * 60 * 1000);
  - Requires recompile

**There's more...**

If the generated web service stub is to be used as the basis for on-going service development, then managing the generation, build, and deploy cycle externally to SoapUI using a build framework such as Ant, Maven, or Gradle will probably be a better option. To help with this, Apache CXF has a good Maven plugin to provide similar code generation; refer to http://cxf.apache.org/docs/maven-cxf-codegen-plugin-wsdl-to-java.html.

For those who want a quick and high-level way to generate a working web service for testing purposes, I would expect SoapUI's excellent mocking features to be a more convenient option than code generation in many cases (See Chapter 3, Developing and Deploying Dynamic REST and SOAP Mocks).

The SOAP web service stub journey will be continued in the next recipe when we add simple SoapUI tests and a basic implementation to pass them.

**See also**

- To access the Java 1.6 JAX-WS tutorial, go to http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/6/tutorial/doc/bnayl.html
Developing a SOAP web service test-first

SoapUI is often used to retrofit tests around web services that are already at least partially developed. To follow a test-first or test-driven development (TDD) approach requires that we first set up failing tests and then provide a service implementation in order to pass them. In this recipe, we'll see how SoapUI can be used to facilitate test-first development for the invoice web service generated in the previous recipe.

Getting ready

We'll need the WSDL from the previous recipe to set up our SoapUI project (<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/wsdl/invoice_v1.wsdl).

The Java code for the completed web service implementation can be found at <chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1_impl.

The project can be found at <chapter1 samples>/invoice-soap-v1-soapui-project.xml.

Eclipse setup

Optionally, it is very easy to set up an Eclipse project to make light work of the test, edit, compile, and run cycle. First, import the sample code and then run the service as a standard Java application.

How to do it...

Firstly, we'll set up a couple of simple failing tests to assert what we expect back from the getInvoice operation and then provide basic implementation to pass them. Next, we'll update the invoice WSDL definition to provide an additional createInvoice operation, write new failing tests, and finally provide basic code to pass those. Perform the following steps:

1. To create the SoapUI project and generate the initial PortBinding, Test Suite, TestCase, and Test Request TestStep, right-click on your Workspace and select New SOAP Project. In the window, enter/select the following and click on OK:
   - Project Name: InvoiceService
   - Initial WSDL: chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/wsdl/invoice_v1.wsdl
   - Leave Create Requests ticked and also tick Create TestSuite

2. In the Generate TestSuite window, select the following options and click on OK:
   - Leave Style as One TestCase for Each Operation
   - Change Request Content to Use existing Requests in Interface
3. Accept the suggested TestSuite name as InvoicePortBinding TestSuite in the pop up and click on OK. All expected SoapUI test artifacts should now be generated in your project.

4. Now, we can write a simple failing test to assert what we expect a successful getInvoice request to return. Under the first TestStep option, double-click on getInvoice and you should see the SOAP request:

   <soapenv:Header/>
   <soapenv:Body>
     <inv:getInvoice>
       <inv:invoiceNo>?</inv:invoiceNo>
     </inv:getInvoice>
   </soapenv:Body>
   </soapenv:Envelope>

5. Change the invoiceNo (?) value to something more memorable, for example, 12345.

6. Now, start the stub invoice service generated in the previous recipe and submit the request by clicking on the green arrow. You should see a stubbed response, like the one shown in the following code:

   <S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
     <S:Body>
       <InvoiceDocument xmlns="http://soapui.cookbook.samples/schema/invoice">
         <invoiceNo>12345</invoiceNo>
         <company/>
         <amount>0.0</amount>
       </InvoiceDocument>
     </S:Body>
   </S:Envelope>

7. Next, let's create some SoapUI Assertions to specify the invoice property values we expect to see:

   - invoiceNo = 12345
   - company = Test Company
   - amount = 100.0

Since we're dealing with SOAP XML, let's add 3 XPath Assertions to check these values in the response. SoapUI Pro users will find this easy, thanks to the convenient XPath builder. Open source users can either be 'hardcore' and write them from scratch or just copy the details provided.
**XPath Help**

Even the Pro version's XPath builder is of less use when you cannot directly retrieve a response XML to build from, that is, when there is no service at all! As a workaround, you can get SoapUI to generate a sample response XML by going to **Add Step | SOAP Mock Response TestStep** from the **TestCase**, and then copy the response XML into a helpful XPath tool to write the XPath expression, for example, [http://www.freeformatter.com/xpath-tester.html](http://www.freeformatter.com/xpath-tester.html). Paid-for tools such as XML Spy will also help a lot in these areas. You may also find [http://www.w3schools.com/XPath/xpath_syntax.asp](http://www.w3schools.com/XPath/xpath_syntax.asp) helpful.

So let's add 3 XPath Assertions. Edit the REST Request TestStep, under the **Assertions** tab and right-click on **Add Assertion** and add a new XPath Assertion to check the response's invoiceNo=12345, company=Test Company, and amount=100.0:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Assertion name</th>
<th>XPath Expression</th>
<th>Expected Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amount=100.0</td>
<td>Invoice12345ShouldHaveAmountOf100.0</td>
<td>declare namespace ns1='<a href="http://soapui.cookbook.samples/schema/invoice">http://soapui.cookbook.samples/schema/invoice</a>'; //ns1:InvoiceDocument[1]/ns1:amount[1]</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Have a look at the following screenshot for better clarity:

![Screenshot showing test case results]

Running the **TestCase** should now fail 2 of the assertions. Note that **InvoiceNoShouldBe12345** will work, thanks to Apache CXF passing through the request's `invoiceNo` to the response (see **InvoicePortImpl.java**)! It is still worth asserting the `invoiceNo` value, as it is a requirement.

**Server timed out?**

If you instead see a **connection refused** error, then check whether your server hasn't exited after 5 minutes. It's easy to change this timeout (see the previous recipe).

Now, we can add a very basic service implementation to pass this test. We just need to implement the `getInvoice(…)` method in **InvoicePortImpl.java**. The simplest implementation option is to just edit **InvoicePortTypeImpl.java** and hardcode the expected values:

```java
try {
    java.lang.String companyValue = "Test Company";
    company.value = companyValue;
    java.lang.Double amountValue = 100.0d;
    amount.value = amountValue;
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) {
    ex.printStackTrace();
    throw new RuntimeException(ex);
}
```

**TDD**

Strictly speaking, we should first write a unit test before implementing the method, for example, using JUnit.
Next, recompile this and restart the server:

cd <chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1
javac src/main/java/ws/invoice/v1/*.java -d target/classes/

And start it again:

cd <chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev1/target/classes
java ws.invoice.v1.InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server

Rerun Test Case, which should now pass!

How it works...

This recipe builds on all the same JAX-WS web service code explained in the previous recipe. This time, we add a very simple stub implementation to return the minimum necessary to pass the test. For those who haven’t seen JAX-WS before, the use of the javax.xml.ws.Holder wrapper object means that we don’t have to explicitly set the invoiceNo, as it is passed through the request (for more information, see http://tomee.apache.org/examples-trunk/webservice-holder/README.html).

There’s more...

As mentioned in the previous recipe, SoapUI mocks (see Chapter 3, Developing and Deploying Dynamic REST and SOAP Mocks) can often provide a convenient and often quicker alternative if all you need is a disposable test version of your web service with basic functionality. Also, if you want your web service stub to be the basis for ongoing development, then you may want to consider using a build framework like Gradle or Maven to manage the build, deploy, and test cycle. Chapter 5, Automation and Scripting, looks at different ways to use build frameworks and scripts to run SoapUI tests (and mocks) after your web service is built and deployed. If your stub implementations become more complicated, you may also want unit tests.

The SOAP web service stub journey continues in the next recipe where we use SoapUI to help us update the project, tests, and services to add a createInvoice operation.

See also

- For more information on Gradle, go to https://www.gradle.org/
- For more information on Maven, go to http://maven.apache.org/
- For more information on JUnit, go to http://junit.org/
Updating a SOAP project using a WSDL

When a SOAP project's WSDL changes, SoapUI can use the new definition to:

- Update the port binding
- Add new operations and requests
- Update endpoints in requests

This recipe builds on the previous example to show how SoapUI can help you do this when a new web service operation is added. We then provide a basic test-driven implementation to support the new operation.

Getting ready

The new WSDL defines a `createInvoice` operation and can be found in `<chapter 1 samples>/soap/invoicev2_impl/wsdl/Invoice_v2.wsdl`.

To save time coding the implementation, you can take either the full service code or just the Java classes you need from `<chapter 1 samples>/soap/invoicev2_impl`.

The SoapUI project for this recipe can be found at `<chapter 1 samples>/invoice-soap-v2-soapui-project.xml`.

How to do it...

After updating our SOAP project using the new WSDL and SoapUI's **Update Definition** functionality, we need to add a new failing test for the new `createInvoice` operation. Next, we generate an empty web service stub using the new WSDL and the approach shown in the first recipe. Finally, with our failing test, we will provide a basic implementation to pass the test.

1. To update our SoapUI project with the new WSDL, right-click on `InvoicePortBinding` and select **Update Definition**. Enter the following in the **Update Definition** window and click on **OK**:
   - **Definition URL**: This is `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev2_impl/wsdl/invoice_v2.wsdl`.
   - Tick **Recreate existing request with the new schema**.
   - Leave the rest of the checkboxes at their default values.

2. Click on **Yes** on the **Update Definition with new endpoint** popup (although this didn't actually update the endpoint for me!). This should result in `InvoicePortBinding` now showing the `createInvoice` operation and request.
3. Next, let's add a new Test Case option for `createInvoice` called `Create Invoice`. Also, change the order so that `Create Invoice` is run before `getInvoice` Test Case.

4. Add a new Test Step option under `Create Invoice` called `createInvoice`, and select `InvoicePortBinding > createInvoice` in the operation popup and just accept default value in the `Add Request To Test Case` popup.

5. Generate a new empty web service for `invoice_v2.wsdl` as per the previous recipe, using `Tools | Apache CXF`:
   - **WSDL Location**: `invoice_v2.wsdl`.
   - Change `v1` to `v2` in all the paths, packages, and **Custom Args**.
   - Copy `invoice_v2.wsdl` to the root of your classes' folder, for example, `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev2/target/classes`.

6. Start the generated invoice v2 server:
   ```
cd <chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev2/target/classes
java ws.invoice.v2.InvoicePortType_InvoicePort_Server
   ```

7. If you now run the tests:
   - The `createInvoice` Test Step operation will succeed since it doesn't have any Assertions.
   - The `getInvoice` Test Step operation will fail as expected because our previous implementation is not part of the newly generated invoice v2 service code.

8. Next, let's add Assertion to test the `createInvoice` operation. Insert the same invoice values as we did in the `getInvoice` Test Step operation into the request of the `createInvoice` Test Step operation and add **XPath Assertion** to check whether the acknowledgment invoiceNo is 12345:
   ```
Name: AcknowledgementShouldContainInvoiceNo12345
XPath: declare namespace ns1='http://soapui.cookbook.samples/schema/invoice';
//ns1:Acknowledgement[1]/ns1:invoiceNo[1]
Expected Value: 12345
   ```
9. If we now rerun Test Case:
   - The createInvoice TestStep operation will still pass, again thanks to the Apache CXF-generated code passing through the invoiceNo from the request to the response.
   - The getInvoice TestStep operation will now not pass as expected.

10. Providing a simple service implementation to pass the tests by storing invoice details between requests and allowing them to be retrieved involves a little more coding than in the previous recipe. So to stay more in the scope of SoapUI, we can take what we need from a completed example service implementation in this chapter's samples. If you have generated the new empty web service stub in step 5, then all that you will need to take are:
    - InvoicePortImpl.java: This provides the main functionality.
    - Invoice.java: This is a JavaBean to store invoice details.

More information on these is provided in the next section.

11. Next, recompile and restart the server.
12. Rerun the tests, and both should now pass!

**How it works...**

The main learning of this recipe is how to use the Update Definition functionality, and what it does and doesn't update for you. Like in the previous recipe, we have only used a very basic service implementation just to pass the tests. The main points of the service implementation are as follows:

- When SoapUI makes a request to the createInvoice operation, the InvoicePortImpl.createInvoice method extracts the invoice details from the request and stores them (using Invoice.java) in a HashMap keyed on invoiceNo. The invoiceNo value is then returned in the acknowledgment response.

- When SoapUI makes a request to the getInvoice operation, the InvoicePortImpl.getInvoice method uses the invoiceNo value in the request to retrieve the invoice details from the HashMap (held in Invoice.java) and return them in the response to SoapUI.

**There's more...**

Here, we have developed a very simple non-persistent dynamic web service stub. Chapter 3, Mocking, also shows how to use in-memory H2 databases to provide a non-persistent, dynamic REST and SOAP mock service functionality. If you would like to persist the request data, then Chapter 9, Data-driven Load Testing With Custom Datasources, uses a SOAP service stub with a simple H2 database backend to persist data.
For Pro version users, the next recipe continues the SOAP web service stub journey by showing how SoapUI WSDL refactoring can help manage more complicated service definition updates.

## Updating SOAP projects using WSDL refactoring (Pro)

Updating a SOAP project's WSDL will often lead to changes to test endpoints, requests, responses, and/or operations. In a simple example like that of the previous recipe, this isn't a big deal. For more complex WSDL changes that involve more tests, SoapUI Pro has a nice graphical editor that manages the migration step by step.

SoapUI WSDL refactoring can help manage the following:

- Adding, removing, or renaming operations
- Adding, removing, or renaming request/response fields
- Resulting XPath (Assertion) updates

### Getting ready

We'll work on the `<chapter1 samples>/invoice-soap-v2-soapui-project.xml` project from the previous recipe. I have also included the project `<chapter1 samples>/Invoice-soap-v3-soapui-project.xml`, which is the end product after the refactoring.

The new WSDL can be found at `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev3/wsl/d/invoice_v3.wsdl`.

### How to do it...

To illustrate the WSDL refactoring functionality, we'll refactor `invoice_v2.wsdl` and the tests from the previous recipe to use a new WSDL `invoice_v3.wsdl`. This will involve the following changes:

- The `getInvoice` operation gets renamed to `retrieveInvoice`
- New operations such as `updateInvoice` and `deleteInvoice` are added
- The `invoiceNo` field is renamed to `id`
- A new field `dueDate` is added to the invoice document
- The `companyName` field is removed in favor of a new `customerRef` field
These changes will result in a CRUD style interface, with some basic schema changes:

1. Firstly, open the project (the previous recipe's project: InvoiceSOAPv3) and right-click on InvoiceServicePortBinding and select RefactorDefinition. Enter the path to the new WSDL (invoice_v3.wsdl) and tick the options to create new requests and a backup, and then click on Next.

2. In the Transfer Operations window, SoapUI correctly maps createInvoice and leaves getInvoice in red to indicate that it has no mapping in the new WSDL. Correct this by clicking and dragging getInvoice on top of retrieveInvoice in the New Schema section, to end up with a result as shown in the following screenshot:

3. Click on Next to proceed to the Refactor Schema window. Correct the getInvoice request in a similar way as shown here:
4. Then, click on the red `createInvoice` operation. Here, map `invoiceNo` to `id`, but `company` cannot be mapped (as we are removing it), so highlight it and click on `Discard`. Things should look like what is shown in the following screenshot; when ready, click on `Next`:

![Refactor Schema](image)

5. On the **Update XPath Expressions** window, first click on **Filter unchanged paths** to show only the problems. We can’t fix the XPath relating to `companyName`, so just fix the `invoiceNo` XPath’s `Assertion InvoiceNoShouldBe12345` by copying the **Old XPath** value into the **New Xpath** box and changing `invoiceNo` to `id` (as shown in the next screenshot), and then click on **Finish**:

![Update XPath Expressions](image)

6. Click on **Yes** in the **Update Definition** pop up to update the requests with the new `v3` endpoint. You should see the **Update of interface successful** message. This indicates that the refactoring is complete!
On inspection of the refactored SoapUI project, all artifacts appeared to be in order, with the following exceptions:

- The endpoints in the TestSteps need to be manually updated to the v3 endpoint.
- The automatic backup failed with an IOException (on MacOSX). As a workaround, I recommend that you manually back up the SoapUI project XML file.
- The Assertion Invoice12345ShouldHaveCompanyNameOfTestCompany option needs to be deleted manually.

**Passing The Tests**

If you would like to see the tests pass again, you can generate a v3 invoice service as per the previous recipes. Then, add a minimal implementation to satisfy the current assertions. I have included a very basic implementation `<chapter1 samples>/soap/invoicev3_impl`, which can just be run in the same way as the first three recipes.

**There's more...**

The refactoring tool obviously doesn’t write the missing tests for the `updateInvoice` and `deleteInvoice` operations or create Assertions for the new fields. These need to be added manually to return to an acceptable level of test coverage.

In terms of possible uses for WSDL refactoring, three typical SOA patterns are:

- **Contract Standardization** (see [http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/contract_denormalization](http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/contract_denormalization))
- **Decomposed Capability** (see [http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/decomposed_capability](http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/decomposed_capability))
- **Service Normalization** (see [http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/service_normalization](http://soapatterns.org/design_patterns/service_normalization))

Variations on the first pattern are perhaps the most common, that is, refactoring of a single WSDL, as per our example. This is also the only pattern that can be covered in a single pass of the WSDL refactoring feature.
Generating and developing a RESTful web service stub test-first

This recipe shows how to generate and develop a simple RESTful web service stub test-first using TDD. The main SoapUI learning will be how to test a simple RESTful web service defined by a WADL that produces JSON responses. Basic JAX-RS web service development skills using Apache CXF can also be learned here.

Getting ready

The example service is a REST version of the SOAP invoice service from the first recipe. The service is defined by a WADL with the following main properties:

- **WADL**: invoice_v1.wadl
- **Service endpoint**: http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1
- **Resource**: GET /invoice/{id}
- **Produces**: application/json

Apache CXF will be used to generate, build, and run the stub web service. See the Getting ready section in the first recipe if you need advice on how to download Apache CXF.

Eclipse users

If you are using Eclipse, you can set up Apache CXF as a runtime library that is by navigating to Project | Add Library | CXF Runtime, and run the server class as a Java application.

The `invoice-v1-soapui-project.xml` project for this recipe can be found in the this chapter's sample code files.

How to do it...

First, we'll create a REST project from the service's WADL, and add a TestStep with Assertions to check whether the response's invoice values are what we expect. Then, we'll generate an empty runnable REST web service using Apache CXF, and finally add a simple implementation to pass the test. Perform the following steps:

1. Create a SoapUI project from `invoice_v1.wadl`. Go to File Menu | New REST Project | Import WADL, browse to `invoice_v1.wadl`, and click on OK. This should generate a project with a sample request to the invoice resource that takes an id path parameter, that is, http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1/invoice/{id}.
2. Next, create a simple TestSuite, TestCase, and TestStep operations with Assertion to specify what we expect back from a successful invoice resource request. We can use the Generate TestSuite option to do this:
   1. Right-click on invoice_v1 Endpoint and select Generate TestSuite.
   2. Change the style to Single TestCase with one Request for each Method and click on OK.
   3. Accept the suggested name as invoice_v1 TestSuite.
   4. The project should then contain TestSuite with one generated TestStep operation for invoice/{id}.

3. Now, we’re ready to add some Assertions to the TestStep. Say we’re expecting a JSON representation of an Invoice document that will look like the following:

   ```json
   { "Invoice": { 
       "id": 12345,
       "companyName": "Test Company",
       "amount": 100
   } }
   ```

4. Then, if you’ve got SoapUI Pro, we can use 3 JsonPath Match Assertions:
   - Name: IdShouldBe12345
     JsonPath: $.Invoice.id
     Expected Value: 12345
   - Name: AmountShouldBe100
     JsonPath: $.Invoice.amount
     Expected Value: 100
   - Name: CompanyNameShouldBeTestCompany
     JsonPath: $.Invoice.companyName
     Expected Value: Test Company

5. For open source SoapUI, we can add 3 Contains Assertions:
   - Name: ShouldContainText12345
     Contains Content: 12345
   - Name: ShouldContainTextTestCompany
     Contains Content: Test Company
   - Name: ShouldContainText100
     Contains Content: 100
6. In both versions of SoapUI we can check whether the HTTP status is 200 OK by adding a Valid HTTP Status Codes Assertion:
   
   Name: ShouldReturnHttpStatus200
   HTTP Status Code = 200

   **Want to also check JSONSchema Compliance?**
   See the Testing REST response JSON schema compliance recipe of Chapter 4, Web Service Test Scenarios, for how to do it.

7. Now that our tests are ready, we're going to need to generate the actual service. We can do this using Apache CXF's wadl2java script to generate the Java service types and empty the implementation from the WADL.

   **SoapUI's WADL2Java menu option is not what it seems**
   Unfortunately, in the current version (5.0) of SoapUI, the WADL2Java functionality (http://www.soapui.org/REST-Testing/rest-code-generation.html) is written to use classic wadl2java (https://wadl.java.net/). This version of wadl2java only generates the client code from the WADL and not the service code like we need.

8. Of course, generating web service code directly using Apache CXF is not part of SoapUI. I have included these steps for completeness and in case you find them useful. If you would rather skip this part, I have included the generated code in `<chapter 1 samples>/rest/invoicev1_gen`. Otherwise, you can generate the web service code for `invoice_v1.wadl` by running wadl2java. For example:
   ```
   cd <apache-cxf-3.0.1 home>/
   ./bin/wadl2java -d <chapter1 samples>/rest/invoicev1/src/main/ java/ -p rest.invoice.v1 -impl -interface <chapter1 samples>/rest/ invoicev1/wadl/invoice_v1.wadl
   ```

   **Classpath Issue on MacOSX/Linux**
   When running wadl2java with Apache CXF 3.0.1, if you see this error:
   ```
   Could not find or load main class org.apache.cxf.tools.wadlto.WADLToJava, then manually setting the CLASSPATH variable with export CLASSPATH=apache-cxf-3.0.1/lib/* fixes the problem.
   ```
You should see the following output:

JAXBUtils logGeneratedClassNames
INFO: Created classes: generated.Invoice, generated.
ObjectFactory

The following Java source files generated at the location set by the –d
parameter and –p gives the package structure:

rest/invoice/v1/InvoiceserviceV1Resource
rest/invoice/v1/InvoiceserviceV1ResourceImpl
rest/invoice/v1/Invoice
rest/invoice/v1/ObjectFactory
rest/invoice/v1/Service

9. Next, we need to compile the generated service. Note that Apache CXF's libraries are
required on the classpath (the -cp parameter):

cd <chapter1 samples>/rest/invoicev1/src/main/java/rest/invoice/
v1/
javac -cp "<apache-cxf-3.0.1 home>/lib/**" -d <chapter1 samples>/
rest/invoicev1/target/classes/ *.java

10. Execute the following command to run the server:

cd <chapter1 samples>/rest/invoicev1/target/classes/
java -cp "<apache-cxf-3.0.1 home>/lib/.*." rest.invoice.v1.Server
...  
INFO logging...
...
Server ready...

11. Give the server a quick test by browsing to http://localhost:9000/
invoiceservice/v1?_wadl, and you should see a WADL that indicates
that the server is running.

12. Now, it's time to run TestCase that we created in step 2:

- Open the TestCase and edit the TestStep created in step 2.
- Add an invoice ID to the TestSteps's request, for example, 12345.
- Running the TestCase should result in all the TestStep's Assertions
  failing, and a response with HTTP status 204 no content under the Raw
  tab. This is expected since we have no implementation yet.
13. Now that we have a failing test, we are ready to implement the invoice resource:

- First implement `InvoiceserviceV1ResourceImpl.java` with the following code:

```java
package rest.invoice.v1;

public class InvoiceserviceV1ResourceImpl implements InvoiceserviceV1Resource {

    public Invoice getInvoiceid(String id) {
        ObjectFactory objectFactory = new ObjectFactory();
        Invoice invoice = objectFactory.createInvoice();
        if (id != null && id.equals("12345")) {
            invoice.setId("12345");
            invoice.setCompanyName("Test Company");
            invoice.setAmount(100.0d);
        }
        return invoice;
    }

    ...
}
```

**Skip the dev?**

A completed version of the code can be found at `<chapter1 samples>/rest/invoicev1_impl`.

- Next, add the annotation `@XmlRootElement(name = "Invoice")`; otherwise, marshaling from the JavaBean to the response JSON doesn't work:

```java
@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD)
@XmlType(name = "invoice", propOrder = {
    "id",
    "companyName",
    "amount"
})
@XmlRootElement(name = "Invoice")
public class Invoice {
    ...
}
```

- Add an import statement for the annotation to the top of `Invoice.java`:

```java
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
```
Finally, delete the package-info.java class; otherwise, there will be a namespace prefix on the JSON response.

14. Next, recompile and restart the server as described in steps 9 and 10. Then, rerunning the Test Case should pass!

How it works...

Let’s take a look at the main solution points:

1. The web service we create uses the JAX-RS standard, which is the official Java standard for RESTful web services (see https://jax-rs-spec.java.net/). One key difference with JAX-WS seen in the first recipe is that the JDK does not ship with a JAX-RS implementation; only the JAX-RS interfaces and annotations are supplied. So, we instead use the Apache CXF JAX-RS implementation; hence, we need to supply the Apache CXF libraries at compile and runtime.

2. Apache CXF generated the following Java classes using the WADL definition:

   - Invoice.java: This is a JavaBean representation of the invoice XML content. This class has binding annotations to allow the Apache CXF JAX-RS implementation to marshal invoice objects to XML content and unmarshal XML content to invoice objects:

   ```java
   @XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD)
   @XmlType(name = "invoice", propOrder = {
   "id",
   "companyName",
   "amount"
   })
   @XmlRootElement(name = "Invoice")
   ```

   To understand more about these binding annotations the technology to look at is Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB)—see https://jaxb.java.net/tutorial/.

   - ObjectFactory.java: This class can optionally be used to create instances of the Invoice.java class by calling the createInvoice() factory method. There is also a factory method JAXBElement<Invoice> createInvoice(Invoice value) to create JAXB invoice XML bindings. These factory methods can be useful to separate object creation code from your service methods when dealing with more complicated schema examples, but they are not especially useful in our case.
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- InvoiceserviceV1Resource.java: This is a JAX-RS annotated Java interface to represent the RESTful invoice service and its resource. In this example, we have the following code:

```
@Path("/invoiceservice/v1/")
public interface InvoiceserviceV1Resource {

    @GET
    @Produces("application/json")
    @Path("/invoice/{id}")
    Invoice getInvoiceid(@PathParam("id") String id);
}
```

- The annotations are used by the Apache CXF JAX-RS implementation to map HTTP requests to matching Java methods. In this case, implementations of this interface that is InvoiceserviceV1ResourceImpl will invoke the getInvoiceid(...) method passing in the [id] path parameter as the String id variable if there is a HTTP GET request to the resource /invoiceservice/v1/invoice/{id}. Other annotated service methods to support POST, PUT and DELETE requests could also be added here and in the implementation. See <chapter 1 samples>/rest/invoice_crud/src/main/java/rest/invoice/crud/v1/InvoiceServiceCRUDV1Resource.java for an example like this.

- InvoiceserviceV1ResourceImpl.java: This is the implementation of the preceding interface to provide the Java code to run when a matching request is made. We added code to the Invoice getInvoiceId(String id) of this class so that if the invoice (id) is 12345, then we a create a new Invoice object using the ObjectFactory, populate it with the expected values, and return it in the response. In the background, Apache CXF is able to marshal this into JSON content before dispatching the response back to SoapUI. Unlike the JAX-WS example in the first recipe, there was no holder object, so we were responsible for creating the Invoice object ourselves.

- Service.java: This is a server class that publishes our stub service's implementation. Like in the first recipe's JAX-WS server code, the endpoint and service timeout can be set here.

There's more...

Apart from using WADLs to create SoapUI projects for RESTful web services, there are also SoapUI plugins to use more modern alternatives such as RAML(http://raml.org/) and Swagger (http://swagger.io/) definitions as well—see Chapter 10, Using Plugins for more information.
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Code-first REST services

RESTful web services will often be developed code-first and may not present a WADL or a structured definition to generate your SoapUI project and tests from. In these cases, you can easily build your REST project by manually entering the service’s URI, resources, methods, and parameters using their respective menu options, see http://www.soapui.org/getting-started/rest-testing.html. Or if you’re a pro version user, you can use SoapUI to generate your project and tests by recording your requests to the service’s API (see the next recipe). If you’re an open source user, then you can also generate tests in a similar way by using the HTTP Monitor (See http://www.soapui.org/HTTP-Recording/concept.html).

See also

- For more information on WADL, go to https://wadl.java.net/
- For more information on Apache CXF JAX-RS, go to http://cxf.apache.org/docs/jax-rs.html

Generating SoapUI tests with REST discovery (Pro)

In this recipe, we take a look at how to generate tests for RESTful web services that already exist. The pro version of SoapUI has the REST discovery functionality to allow interactions with a RESTful API to be recorded and used to generate tests.

Getting ready

To provide an example of a RESTful web service, I have extended the previous recipe's invoice service to have full CRUD functionality. The interface now looks like this:

Supported Methods:
   POST invoice - Create Invoice.
   GET invoice/{id} - Get (Read) Invoice.
   PUT invoice/{id} - Update Invoice.
   DELETE invoice/{id} - Delete Invoice.

The invoice document is as follows:

{"Invoice": {
   "id": 12345,
   "companyName": "Test Company",
   "amount": 100
}}
The service's implementation is very basic. The create (POST) method is not idempotent, and it will create new invoice objects on each successful request with IDs of the form `invN`, where `N` is a sequence number that starts from 0, for example, `inv0`, `inv1`, and so on. The GET, UPDATE, and DELETE methods will all return HTTP status 404 if an invoice with the specified ID has not previously been created. The invoices are stored in a Java HashMap, so they will not persist when the server is restarted, and the HashMap is empty on startup.

Example Service Code

We are not developing a service in this recipe. Use the prebuilt service from `<chapter1 samples>/rest/invoice_crud`.

Start the service in the same manner as described in the previous recipe:

```bash
cd <chapter1 samples>/chapter1/rest/invoice_crud/target/classes
java -cp "<apache-cxf-3.0.1 home>/lib/*:." rest.invoice.crud.v1.Server
```

To test its running, open a browser and go to `http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1?_wadl`, and you should see a WADL displayed with methods as described in the preceding code.

Port already in use

If you see this exception, then make sure that no other servers are running on port 9000, for example, the servers from the previous recipes.

The Mozilla Firefox browser is used to illustrate this recipe. Please download this if you don't already have it. If this isn't possible, other options will be described later.
How to do it...

Perform the following steps:

Internal Browser or Proxy Mode?
SoapUI offers two options to discover RESTful web services. The first option is to use the internal browser and the second one is to use the proxy mode. I would say that the internal browser option is only useful if:

- You are only testing GET requests, as no other methods are possible.
- You are discovering services via web pages like in the Swagger example in the SoapUI online help (http://www.soapui.org/REST-Discovery/api-with-internal-browser.html).
- Or you need to test using HTTPS, which, at the time of writing, the proxy cannot support.

Otherwise, once set up, the proxy mode is a far more versatile option for testing in a lot of API scenarios including this recipe.

1. To start, go to File Menu | New Project and select options the Discover REST APIs using and SoapUI internal proxy. Click on OK, and you should see the default details of the SoapUI proxy:

   Discover Using: Proxy HTTP
   Recorded Requests: 0
   Port: 8081
   Status: Running
   Host (Internal Clients): localhost

   For this example, we are only concerned with the details for internal clients. Using an external client involves pretty much the same steps, except that it may require network setup that is beyond the scope of this book. The host (localhost) and the port (8081) are the key values to note. These will be used by whatever REST client we choose to use to do the actual service interactions.
REST Clients

There are many good and free options here. IDEs such as Eclipse and IntelliJ have a good REST client plugin. Browser-based REST clients are also very good; for Chrome, there is the Postman plugin, and for Firefox, the RESTClient add-on. When choosing which to use, consider that you will need to amend the proxy settings, at least temporarily, in order to route requests via SoapUI's proxy. You could also go for a command line option and use something like cURL (http://curl.haxx.se/docs/manpage.html). Choose whichever option is most convenient for you, but for this recipe I will illustrate the use of Firefox's RESTClient plugin.

2. Download the RESTClient add-on in Firefox by going to Tools Menu | Add-ons, search for RESTClient, and click on Add to Firefox. Restart Firefox, and RESTClient should be available in the Tools menu. Click on the client to open it in a new Firefox tab.

3. Next, we need to configure Firefox's proxy settings to point to SoapUI's proxy:
   1. Open Preferences | Advanced | Network.
   2. Under Connection, next to Configure how Firefox connects to the Internet, click on Settings.
   3. Select Manual proxy configuration and enter the SoapUI proxy details as shown in the following screenshot.
   4. Click on OK.

4. Now, we are ready to use the RESTClient via the SoapUI proxy. As a first test, request the WADL like before, by selecting a method of GET, adding a URL of http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1?_wadl, and clicking on Send. You should see the WADL in the RESTClient response body and see the SoapUI proxy Recorded Requests incremented to 1.
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Nothing happened?

Make sure the service is still running; otherwise, connection refused messages will occur. The server exists after 10 minutes, which is easily adjustable in the source code for the Server class.

Note that other requests via the Firefox browser will also increment the recorded requests. Any unwanted requests can be filtered out later.

5. Before we try posting or putting any invoice data, we need to change the request's content type to application/json; otherwise, status 415 Unsupported Media Type messages will occur. To do this:

   1. Click on the RESTClient's Headers menu and select Custom Header.
   2. In the Request Header pop up, enter Name as Content-Type and Value as application/json, and then click on OK.
   3. You should see Content-Type: application/json in the Headers section on the next page.

6. Now, let's do some actual requests! First, let's create an invoice. Set the following values:

   - **Method**: POST
   - **URL**: http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1/invoice
   - **Body**:
     
     ```
     "Invoice": {
       "id": 12345,
       "companyName": "Test Company",
       "amount": 100
     }
     ```

   You should see the **Response Header** status code 200 OK and a **Response Body** of:

   ```
   "Invoice": {
     "id": "inv0",
     "companyName": "Test Company",
     "amount": 100
   }
   ```
7. Next, update the invoice:
   - **Method:** PUT
   - **URL:** http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1/invoice/inv0
   - **Body:**
     ```json
     { "Invoice": {
       "id": 12345,
       "companyName": "Real Company",
       "amount": 200
     }}
     ```

   You should see the **Response Header** status code **200 OK** and a **Response Body** of:

   ```json
   { "Invoice": {
     "id": "inv0",
     "companyName": "Real Company",
     "amount": 200
   }}
   ```

8. Next, get the invoice, method **GET**, and URL **http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1/invoice/inv0**. You should see a response of status code **200 OK** and the same body as earlier.

9. Now, delete the invoice, method **DELETE**, and URL **http://localhost:9000/invoiceservice/v1/invoice/inv0**. You should see a response of **200 OK** without any response body.

10. Lastly, try to get that invoice again and you should see a response of status code **404 Not Found**.

11. Now, to generate the SoapUI test artefacts, perform the following steps:
   1. Go back to SoapUI and click on **Done**. The window should change and present you with a tree view of all the requests you submitted.
   2. Next, click on **Generate services** and select **Services + TestSuite**. Then, enter a name for the TestSuite, for example, **TestSuite Rest Discovery**.
   3. Click on **OK** to create **TestCase**.
   4. A **Success** pop up should be displayed; click on **OK** to close discovery, and you should see all the generated requests, TestSuite, TestCase, and TestSteps for each of the requests in a new project called **Project 1**. **Finished!**
How it works...

SoapUI sets up its own proxy to listen to all HTTP traffic routed through it. When you make a request through the REST client, SoapUI is able to extract the details and build up a list of sample requests. Then, when you have finished recording, SoapUI uses the list of requests to generate test artifacts in the same way it would if the requests had come from another source, for example, a WADL.

There's more...

On inspection of the generated REST project, we can see that the REST discovery has provided a useful means of harvesting sample requests from a readymade service. You still need to create Assertions and perhaps organize the generated TestSteps. The REST discovery functionality could be useful when it comes to retrofitting tests, perhaps around a service that has been developed code-first, as in the above example. It could also be especially useful for services that don't present a WADL or similar definition and therefore cannot have test requests generated by other SoapUI means.

See also

- For more information on HTTP Monitor SoapUI Docs (open source), go to http://www.soapui.org/HTTP-Recording/concept.html
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